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Liverpool's toast to new year with vintage red wine 
Full Text : 
COPYRIGHT 1987 The Times  
Byline: PETER BALL  
Liverpool .................. 4 Newcastle United ........... 0  
Liverpool stride into the new year with a record 21-match unbeaten Leaque run 
behind them and an ominous 10-point lead at the top of the first division. 
Newcastle, whose humiliation at St James's Park in September had provided the 
national audience with a first glimpse of this new awesome Liverpool team, 
proved no more successful at halting their march this time, going down to 
another scintillating display. Visiting Anfield is like stepping back in time. 
Yesterday the gates were closed 50 minutes before kick-off - Stanley Park car park 
had the 'full' notices up 75 minutes beforehand - and both the style of football 
and the size of the excited audience, 44,647, recalled the game's halcyon days. If 
only such exhilaration were more widely available. Newcastle could command 
equal support, making their important contribution to the sizeable crowd and an 
open, thrilling game, but they are essentially a workaday side, whatever their 
improvement in morale and organization since September. They did better on this 
occasion, although that statement has to be seen in context. The first breach was 
made after four minutes and it was the kind of damaging blow any away team can 
do without, let alone one facing Liverpool on their own patch. Roeder and 
Gillespie clashed heads as they completed for Barnes's corner, leaving both hors 
de combat as the ball went out to McMahon. Referee Key allowed play to 
continue long enough for McMahon, now looking more and more like an England 
candidate to cut in and beat Kelly with a low drive. The referee's decision was 
justified as the injured pair continued after treatment with no visible ill effects but 
it virtually ended any chance of Newcastle succeeding where many better teams 
have failed. Thereafter there were only a few moments when the result was in 
doubt. Most of them involved Gascoigne, whose lack of enough quality support 
did not prevent him revelling in the opportunity to display his high talent in a 
worthly setting. Goddard, Mirandinha and the two full backs also had their 
moments and the admirable McCreery, as always, covered acres in the cause. But 
like most of the rest of the first division, Newcastle have two or three players 
below first division class and against Liverpool such a handicap is not sustainable.  
At time the visitors were almost reduced to admiring spectators at the pace and 
inventiveness of the Liverpool attacks. The sheer variety is daunting,  
For a long time, however, they were unable to turn their almost embarrassing 
superiority into goals as chances went begging and Kelly proved equal to the 
demands. At half-time, with Mirandinha troubling Grobbelaar enough to bring an 
optimistic chorus of Blaydon Races from their large travelling contingent, 
Newcastle could feel reasonably pleased. That feeling lasted only two minutes 
into the second half before Liverpool were awarded one of those 'Anfield' 
penalties. Aldridge, cutting into the penalty area, fell over Roeder's trailing foot 
and even the Kop were provoked into a chorus of 'Who's the Scouser in the 
black?' when the penalty was awarded for Aldridge to wrong-foot Kelly. They 
returned to that refrain immediately as Gascoigne went round Grobbelaar, only to 
see the score ruled out by a linesman's flag, and for a time it seemed Liverpool 
were embarrassed enough to allow Newcastle to make their contribution. After 
Grobbelaar had raced 40 yards to deny Mirandinha, that feeling was quelled and 
two superb moves sliced open the visting defence to provide Aldridge and 
Houghton with simple goals to give the scoreline a true reflection.  
LIVERPOOL: B Grobbelaar; G Gillespie, B Venison, S Nicol, R Whelan (sub: N 
Spackman), A Hansen, P Beardsley, J Aldridge, R Houghton, J Barnes (sub: C 
Johnston), S McMahon. NEWCASTLE UNITED: G Kelly; N McDonald, K Wharton, D 
McCreery, J Anderson, G Roeder, D Jackson (sub: I Bogie) P Gascoigne, P Goddard, 
Mirandinha, H Cornwell. Referee: J Key. 
 LIVERPOOL'S TARGETS  
Liverpool, who yesterday began the second half of their 40-match championship 
programme and are chasing their seventeenth League title and ninth in 13 
seasons, will enter 1988 with these targets in their sights:  
Most championship points in League's 100 years: 90 (holders: Everton, 42 
matches, 1984-85 when three points were awarded for a win; under two-points-
for-a-win Liverpool set a record of 68 in 1978-79). Most points in season (any 
division): 102 (Swindon, 46 matches, fourth division, 1985-86). Biggest 
championship-winning margin: 13 points (Everton, 1984-85).  
Most championship wins in a season; 31 (Tottenham, 1960-61).  
Most championship goals: 128 (Aston Villa, runners-up 1930-31).  
Only previous champions with unbeaten record: Preston North End (22 matches, 
18 wins, 4 draws) in League's first season, 1888-89.Longest unbeaten sequence in 
Football League history: 42 matches (21 wins, 21 draws) by Nottingham Forest, 
November 1977 to December 1978. Two months ago, Liverpool were quoted at 
100-1 to win the championship with an unbeaten record. Today those odds are 
down to 10-1. Otherwise, the championship betting is now restricted to which 
club will finish second. Liverpool have this season's fewest bookings among the 92 
League clubs - only three. Liverpool's start to the League Centenary season is their 
best in the first division but not the best in their history. In their first season 
(1893-94), their 28 matches in the second division produced 22 wins and six 
draws. Liverpool's only defeat this season was 0-1 at home to Everton 
(Littlewoods Cup third round, October 29.).  

 

 

 


